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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Institute.

Provenance: Donated by North Dakota State University Speech department, date unknown (Acc. 595).

Property rights: The Institute for Regional Studies owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the Institute.

Citation: [Identification of item]. “Community Survey of Amidon, North Dakota” by Virginia Sands (SC 595), Institute for Regional Studies, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Sands was a North Dakota Agricultural College Student in 1932.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

Survey done by Virginia Sands as a student project at the North Dakota Agricultural College. Topics covered include history, schools, churches, social organizations, ranches, Indian remains, and spots of interest. Includes some photographs and hand drawn illustrations in the report and brief interviews with Elizabeth and Frank Roberts, and her mother, Margaret Barr Roberts, early Slope County pioneers.

BOX AND FOLDER LIST

Survey done by Virginia Sands as a student project at the North Dakota Agricultural College. Topics covered include history, schools, churches, social organizations, ranches, Indian remains, and spots of interest. Includes some photographs and hand drawn illustrations in the report and brief interviews with Elizabeth and Frank Roberts, and her mother, Margaret Barr Roberts, early Slope County pioneers.